Your clients trust you.
Do you trust your software?
Every aspect of your business relies on software. We trust
business applications with our most critical and private data.
Safety, financial, health and communication are all critical
business functions that run on custom or off-the-shelf
applications.
Yet, in our research, 98% of applications presented at least
one security risk, while the average application registered
22.4 vulnerabilities.

Verify your trust with

We are Application Security Experts
Our mission is to protect the applications that run your business.
We offer a strategic, structured approach that identifies,
quantifies and addresses your security risks.
Proven Expertise

About Us
.. Founded in 2002
..

..

Our team is highly collaborative and will integrate seamlessly
into your development process. Our security engineers were
developers first—they understand the challenges your team
faces every day.

Created or contributed to
industry-leading standards
including

• OWASP Top Ten
• WebGoat
• Application Security

Verification Standard
(ASVS)
• Risk Rating Methodology

Our team’s depth and breadth of experience also gives them
an exceptional appreciation of how application security and
business demands intersect.
..

A Trusted Partner

Founding member of
OWASP

Federal & commercial
consulting

You earn client trust every day. We can help you keep it. Contact
us to discuss your application security needs today.

Email us at info@aspectsecurity.com or call 301-604-4882.
www.aspectsecurity.com
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Our Services
Aspect Security can help you meet your application security needs with a wide variety of custom, strategic and tactical
services. We’ve worked with organizations worldwide, protecting critical applications in the government, defense, financial,
healthcare, and retail sectors. Let us bring that experience to bear on your environment.

Strategic Secure Development Programs
Fixing vulnerabilities costs thirty times less at the beginning of the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC)
than after deployment. Work with us to assess your security capabilities and build a strategic plan to secure
your applications.

Automation and Continuous Application Security
Maximize your security investment by streamlining your security processes. From automating simple
security tasks to getting a bird’s-eye view on your software portfolio with live dashboards and actionable
data, we can help you produce more secure code at DevOps speed.

Threat Modeling and Risk Management
Quickly identify threat agents and quantify the implications to your systems and business. Consider
regulatory and compliance requirements. Then work with us to create a prioritized plan for assessment,
remediation and training efforts.

Mobile Application Strategy
Mobile application security can no longer be an afterthought. With applications that connect users to your
business becoming ubiquitous, you need to consider how mobile security fits into your overall security
strategy. We can help with with architecture review and assessment of your mobile applications, as well as a
proactive plan to secure your full mobile application portfolio using industry standards like the OWASP Top
Ten Mobile Risks.

Security Assessment
Our engineers are experts in the three pillars of application assessment: architecture review, code review
and penetration testing. Don’t leave your most critical applications to chance—work with us to prioritize
your portfolio and execute the most appropriate assessment strategy.

Training
Aspect Security has trained thousands of developers, architects, testers and managers around the world in
application security. Our instructor-led training provides an in-depth, hands-on experience that gives your
team the knowledge they need to find vulnerabilities before they affect your business. Our broad eLearning
curriculum allows you the flexibility to bring your distributed team up to date, while meeting compliance
requirements and improving your security posture.

We deliver on time, on budget and with an
exceptional level of commitment. Contact us
today to discuss how we can help you.

info@aspectsecurity.com
301-604-4882
www.aspectsecurity.com

